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During the first half of the eighteenth century the interest of
amateurs, writers and philosophers in the visual arts and in music
increased. The age produced not only critical writings on these arts
composed by and for laymen,167but also treatises in which the arts
were compared with each other and with poetry, and thus finally
arrived at the fixation of the modern system of the fine arts.168 Since
this system seems to emerge gradually and after many fluctuations in
the writings of authors who were in part of but secondary importance,
though influential, it would appear that the notion and system of the
fine arts may have grown and crystallized in the conversations and
discussions of cultured circles in Paris and in London, and that the
formal writings and treatises merely reflect a climate of opinion resulting from such conversations.169 A further study of letters, diaries
and articles in elegant journals may indeed supplement our brief survey, which we must limit to the better known sources.
The treatise on Beauty by J. P. de Crousaz, which first appeared
in 1714 and exercised a good deal of influence, is usually considered
as the earliest French treatise on aesthetics.70 It has indeed something to say on the visual arts and on poetry, and devotes a whole
section to music. Moreover, it is an important attempt to give a
philosophical analysis of beauty as distinct from goodness, thus restating and developing the notions of ancient and Renaissance Platonists. Yet the author has no system of the arts, and applies his notion
of beauty without any marked distinction to the mathematical sciences and to the moral virtues and actions as well as to the arts, and
* Part I
167 Dresdner, 103ff.
appeared in the Oct. 1951 issue.
68
Les
doctrines
d'art.
W.
I.c.
Fontaine,
Soreil,
Folkierski, Entre le classicisme et le romantisme: ?'tude sur l'esthetique et les l'estheticiens du XVIIIe siecle
(Cracow-Paris, 1925). T. M. Mustoxidi, Histoire de l'Esthetique francaise, 17001900 (Paris, 1920). For music, see also 1corcheville, I.c. Hugo Goldschmidt, Die
Musikaesthetik des 18. Jahrhunderts und ihre Beziehungen zu seinem Kunstschaffen
(Ziirich-Leipzig, 1915). While these scholars discuss most of the relevant sources,
none of them focuses on the problem which concerns us.
169 "Tel livre
qui marque une date n'apporte, a vrai dire, rien de nouveau sur
le marche des idees, mais dit tout haut et avec ordre ce que beaucoup de gens
pensent en detail et disent tout bas, sans s'arreter a ce qu'ils disent " (Soreil, 146).
170 Traite du Beau, 2 vols. (Amsterdam, 1724).
17
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the fluidity of his " aesthetic" thought is shown by the fact that in
his second edition he substituted a chapter on the beauty of religion
for the one dealing with music.'71
During the followingyears, the problemof the arts seems to have
dominatedthe discussionsof the Academiedes Inscriptions,and several of its lectures which were printed somewhat later and exercised
a good deal of influencestress the affinity between poetry, the visual
arts and music.172 These discussionsno doubt influencedthe important work of the Abbe Dubos that appeared first in 1719 and was
reprintedmany times in the original and in translationsfar into the
second half of the century.173 Dubos' merits in the history of aesthetic or artistic thought are generallyrecognized. It is apparentthat
he discussesnot only the analogiesbetween poetry and painting but
also their differences,and that he is not interested in the superiority
of one art over the others,as so many previousauthorshad been. His
work is also significantas an early, though not the first, treatment of
painting by an amateurwriter,and his claim that the educatedpublic
rather than the professional artist is the best judge in matters of
painting as well as of poetry is quite characteristic.74 He did not
171 (

Le dernier chapitre ou j'avois entrepris d'etablir sur mes principes les

fondemens de ce que la musique a de beau . . . on y en a substitue un autre ....

C'est celui de la beaute de la religion" (preface of the second edition). On the
treatment of music in the first edition, which I have not seen, cf. H. Goldschmidt,
35-37.
172 In a lecture given in 1709, Abbe Fraguierdescribespoetry and painting as
arts that have only pleasurefor their end (Histoire de l'AcademieRoyale des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres . . . I (1736), 75ff.).

In a Deffense de la Poesie, pre-

sented before 1710, Abb6 Massieu distinguishes"ceux [arts] qui tendent a polir
l'esprit" (eloquence,poetry, history, grammar); " ceux qui ont pour but un delassement et un plaisir honneste" (painting, sculpture, music, dance); and "ceux qui
sont les plus necessairesa la vie " (agriculture,navigation,architecture) (Memoires
de litterature tirez de l'AcademieRoyale des InscriptionsII (1736), 185f.). In a
lecture of 1721, Louis Racine links poetry with the other beaux arts (ibid., V
(1729), 326). In a lecture of 1719, Fraguiertreats painting, music, and poetry as
differentforms of imitation (ibid., VI (1729), 265ff.). There are many more papers
on relatedsubjects.
173 Reflexionscritiquessur la poisie et sur la peinture, 4th ed., 3 vols. (Paris,
1740). A. Lombard,L'AbbeDu Bos: Un initiateur de la pensee moderne (16701742) (thes. Paris, 1913). Id., La Querelledes anciens et des modernes;l'abbe du
Bos (Neuchatel,1908). Aug. Morel,Jltudesur l'AbbeDubos (Paris, 1850). Marcel
Braunschvig,L'AbbeDuBos renovateurde la critiqueau XVIIIe siecle (thes. Paris,
Toulouse, 1904). P. Peteut, Jean-BaptisteDubos (thes. Bern, 1902). E. Teuber,
"Die Kunstphilosophiedes Abbe Dubos" Zeitschriftfur Aesthetik und allgemeine
Kunstwissenschaft17 (1924), 361-410. H. Trouchon,Romantismeet Preromantisme
(Paris, 1930), 128ff.

174II, 323ff.
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invent the term beaux-arts, nor was he the first to apply it to other
than the visual arts, but he certainly popularized the notion that
poetry was one of the beaux-arts.l75 He also has a fairly clear notion
of the difference between the arts that depend on " genius " or talent
and the sciences based on accumulated knowledge,'76 and it has been
"
rightly observed that in this he continues the work of the Moderns"
in the Querelle des Anciens et des Modernes, especially of Perrault.l77
Significant also is his acquaintance with English authors such as
Wotton and Addison.178 Finally, although the title of his work refers
only to poetry and painting, he repeatedly has occasion to speak also
of the other visual arts as linked with painting, especially of sculpture
and engraving,'79 and he discusses music so frequently 80 that his
English translator chose to mention this art in the very title of the
book.l81 However, Dubos is as unsystematic in his presentation and
arrangement as he is interesting for the variety of his ideas, and he
fails to give anywhere a precise list of the arts other than poetry
and painting or to separate them consistently from other fields of
professions.'82
Voltaire also in his Temple du Gout (1733) seems to link together
several of the fine arts, but in an informal and rather elusive fashion
which shows that he was unable or unwilling to present a clear
175 I, 4; II, 131.
176

, Qu'il est des professions ou le succes depend plus du genie que du secours
que Fart peut donner, et d'autres ou le succes depend plus du secours qu'on tire de
I'art que du genie. On ne doit pas inferer qu'un siecle surpasse un autre siecle dans
les professions du premier genre, parce qu'il le surpasse dans les professions du
second genre." The ancients are supreme in poetry, history and eloquence, but
have been surpassed in the sciences such as physics, botany, geography, and astronomy, anatomy, navigation. Among the fields where progress depends "plus du
talent d'inventer et du genie naturel de celui qui les exerce que de l'etat de perfection ou ces professions se trouvent, lorsque l'homme qui les exerce fournit sa
carriere," Dubos lists painting, poetry, military strategy, music, oratory, and medicine (II, 558ff.).
177
Lombard, La querelle. Id., L'Abbe Du Bos, 183ff.
178 Lombard, L'Abbe Du Bos, 189f. and 212.
179
I, 393; 481. II, 157f.; 177; 195; 224; 226; 228ff.
180
I, 435ff.; 451 (" Les premiers principes de la musique sont done les memes
que ceux de la poesie et de la peinture. Ainsi que la poesie et la peinture, la
musique est une imitation"). The third volume, which deals with the ancient
theatre, contains an extensive treatment of music and the dance.
181 Critical Reflections on Poetry, Painting and Music, translated by Thomas
Nugent (London, 1748).
182 Thus he once groups together grammarians, painters, sculptors, poets, historians, orators (II, 235). For another example, see above, note 176.
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scheme.183 More important for the history of our problem is the
Essay on Beauty of Pere Andre (1741), which exercised a good deal
of influence.184 His Cartesian background is worth noticing, although
it is not enough to ascribe an aesthetics to Descartes.185 The major
sections of the work discuss visible beauty, which includes nature and
the visual arts, the beauty of morals, the beauty of the works of the
spirit, by which he means poetry and eloquence, and finally the beauty
of music.186 Andre thus moves much closer to the system of the arts
than either Crousaz or Dubos had done, but in his treatise the arts
are still combined with morality, and subordinated to the problem of
beauty in a broader sense.
The decisive step toward a system of the fine arts was taken by
the Abbe Batteux in his famous and influential treatise, Les beaux
arts redduits&un meme principe (1746).187 It is true that many elements of his system were derived from previous authors, but at the
same time it should not be overlooked that he was the first to set
forth a clearcut system of the fine arts in a treatise devoted exclusively to this subject. This alone may account for his claim to originality as well as for the enormous influence he exercised both in
France and abroad, especially in Germany.l88 Batteux codified the
modern system of the fine arts almost in its final form, whereas all
previous authors had merely prepared it. He started from the poetic
theories of Aristotle and Horace, as he states in his preface, and tried
to extend their principles from poetry and painting to the other
arts.189 In his first chapter, Batteux gives a clear division of the arts.
" Nous trouvamesun homme entoure de
peintres, d'architectes,de sculpteurs, de doreurs,de faux connoisseurs,de flateurs" (Voltaire,Le temple du gout, ed.
E. Carcassonne[Paris, 1938], 66). "On y passe facilement,/ De la musique a la
peinture,/ De la physiqueau sentiment,/ Du tragiqueau simple agrement,/ De la
danse a l'architecture"(ibid., 84).
184 Essai sur le Beau (Amsterdam,1759; first ed. 1741). Cf. E. Krantz, Essai
185 Krantz, I.c.
sur l'esthetiquede Descartes . . . (Paris, 1882), 311ff.
186 ( Beau
visible; beau dans les moeurs; beau dans les pieces de l'esprit; beau
musical" (cf. p. 1).
187Les beaux arts reduits a un meme principe,new ed. (Paris, 1747; first ed.,
in Deutsch1746). Cf. M. Schenker,CharlesBatteux und seineNachahmungstheorie
land (Leipzig, 1909). EberhardFreiherrvon Danckelman,CharlesBatteux (thes.
Rostock, 1902).
188Trouchon,I.c. Schenker,I.c. For an Englishtreatise based on Batteux, see
below.
189 c" Le principe de l'imitation que le philosophegrec (Aristotle) 6tablit
pour
les beaux arts, m'avoit frappe. J'en avois senti la justesse pour la peinture qui est
une poesie muette..."
(p. VIII). "J'allai plus loin: j'essayai d'appliquerle
meme principea la musiqueet i l'art de geste " (VIII f.). He also quotes Cicero,
Pro Archia,for the unity of the fine arts (p. X).
183
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He separates the fine arts which have pleasure for their end from the
mechanical arts, and lists the fine arts as follows: music, poetry,
painting, sculpture and the dance.190 He adds a third group which
combines pleasure and usefulness and puts eloquence and architecture
in this category. In the central part of his treatise, Batteux tries to
show that the " imitation of beautiful nature " is the principle common to all the arts, and he concludes with a discussion of the theatre
as a combination of all the other arts. The German critics of the
later eighteenth century, and their recent historians, criticized Batteux
for his theory of imitation and often failed to recognize that he formulated the system of the arts which they took for granted and for which
they were merely trying to find different principles. They also overlooked the fact that the much maligned principle of imitation was the
only one a classicist critic such as Batteux could use when he wanted
to group the fine arts together with even an appearance of ancient
authority. For the " imitative " arts were the only authentic ancient
precedent for the " fine arts," and the principle of imitation could be
replaced only after the system of the latter had been so firmly established as no longer to need the ancient principle of imitation to link
them together. Diderot's criticism of Batteux has been emphasized
too much, for it concerned only the manner in which Batteux defined
and applied his principle, but neither the principle itself, nor the system of the arts for which it had been designed.
As a matter of fact, Diderot and the other authors of the Encyclopedie not only followed Batteux's system of the fine arts, but also
furnished the final touch and thus helped to give it a general currency
not only in France but also in the other European countries. Montesquieu in his essay on taste written for the Encyclopedie takes the
fine arts for granted.191 Diderot, whose interests included music and
the visual arts and who was also acquainted with such English authors
as Shaftesbury, Addison and Hutcheson, criticizes Batteux in his
Lettre sur les Sourds et Muets (1751), in which he demands a better
and more detailed comparison between poetry, painting and music that
would take into account the different modes of expression of those
arts as they would affect their treatment of even the same subject
190 "

Les autres ont pour objet le plaisir . .. on les appelle les beaux arts par

excellence. Tels sont la musique,poesie, la peinture,la sculptureet lart du geste
ou la danse" (p. 6).
191 Essai sur le gout (Oeuvrescompletesde Montesquieu,ed. E. Laboulaye,VII
[Paris, 1879], 116): "La poesie, la peinture,la sculpture,l'architecture,la musique,
la danse, les differentessortes de jeux, enfin les ouvrages de la nature et de l'art
peuvent lui [to the soul] donner du plaisir ... ." Cf. Edwin P. Dargan, The
Aesthetic Doctrine of Montesquieu (thes. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
1907), 21.
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matter.l92 In the article on the Arts for the Encyclopedie, Diderot
does not discussthe fine arts, but uses the old distinctionbetween the
liberaland mechanicalarts and stressesthe importanceof the latter.193
Yet in his article on beauty, he does discuss the fine arts, mentions
Crousazand Hutcheson and gives qualified approval to both Andre
and Batteux, calling each of these two good worksthe best in its category and criticizingBatteux merely for his failure to define his concept of "beautiful nature" more clearly and explicitly.194
Still more interesting is D'AIembert'sfamous Discours preliminaire. In his division of knowledge,purportedlybased on Francis
Bacon, D'Alembert makes a clear distinction between philosophy,
which comprisesboth the naturalsciencesand such fields as grammar,
eloquence,and history, and " those cognitionswhich consist of imitation,"listing amongthe latter painting, sculpture,architecture,poetry
and music.'95 He criticizesthe old distinctionbetween the liberaland
mechanicalarts, and then subdividesthe liberal arts into the fine arts
which have pleasurefor their end, and the more necessaryor useful
liberal arts such as grammar,logic and morals.'96 He concludeswith
192

Oeuvrescompletesde Diderot, ed. J. Assezat, 1 (1875), 343ff. The preface
is addressed to Batteux (Lettre a l'auteur des Beaux-arts reduits a un meme
principe, 347). Towards the end of his treatise, Diderot summarizeshis criticism
as follows: "Mais rassemblerles beaut6s communesde la poesie, de la peinture et
de la musique; en montrer les analogies; expliquer comment le poete, le peintre
et le musicienrendent le meme image . . .c'est ce qui reste a faire, et ce que je
vous conseilled'ajoutera vos Beaux-artsreduitsa un meme principe. Ne manquez
pas non plus de mettre a la tete de cet ouvrageun chapitre sur ce que c'est que la
belle nature, car je trouve des gens qui me soutiennentque, faute de l'une de ces
choses,votre traite reste sans fondement;et que, faute de l'autre,il manqued'application" (385). On Diderot's aesthetic doctrines, see: Werner Leo, Diderot als
Kunstphilosoph(thes. Erlangen,1918). R. Loyalty Cru, Diderot as a Disciple of
English Thought (New York, 1913), 395ff.
193Encyclopedieou DictionnaireRaisonnedes sciences,des arts et des metiers
I (Paris, 1751), 713ff.
194 " Son Essai sur le beau
[i.e., of Pere Andre] est le systeme le plus suivi, le
plus 6tendu et le mieux lie que je connaisse. J'oserais assurer qu'il est dans son
genre ce que le Trait6 des Beaux-Artsreduits a un seul principe est dans le sien.
Ce sont deux bons ouvragesauxquellesil n'a manquequ'unchapitrepour etre excellents . . . M. l'abbe Batteux rappelletous les principesdes beaux-artsa l'imitation
de la ,bellenature; mais il ne nous apprend point ce que c'est que la belle nature"
(Diderot, Oeuvres 10 [1876], 17. Encyclopedie2 [1751], 169ff.). For the same
criticismof Batteux, see also the Lettre sur les sourds,above, note 192.
195 " Des connaissances
qui consistent dans l'imitation" (D'Alembert,Oeuvres
[Paris, 1853], 99f. Cf. EncyclopedieI (1751), p. I ff.).
196 " Parmi les arts liberaux qu' on a reduit a des principes,ceux qui se proposent l'imitation de la nature ont 6te appeles beaux-arts,parce qu'ils ont princi-
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a main division of knowledge into philosophy, history and the fine
arts.'97 This treatment shows still a few signs of fluctuation and of
older notions, but it sets forth the modernsystem of the fine arts in
its final form, and at the same time reflectsits genesis. The threefold
division of knowledgefollows FrancisBacon,but significantlyd'Alembert speaks of the five fine arts where Bacon had mentioned only
poetry. D'Alembertis awarethat the new concept of the fine arts is
taking the place of the olderconceptof the liberal arts, which he criticizes, and he tries to compromiseby treating the fine arts as a subdivision of the liberal arts, thus leaving a last trace of the liberal arts
that was soon to disappear. Finally, he reveals his dependenceon
Batteux in certain phrases and in the principle of imitation, but
against Batteux and the classical tradition he now includes architecture among the imitative arts, thus removing the last irregularity
which had separatedBatteux'ssystem from the modernschemeof the
fine arts. Thus we may conclude that the Encyclopedie, and especially its famous introduction, codified the system of the fine arts
after and beyond Batteux and throughits prestigeand authoritygave
it the widest possible currencyall over Europe.
After the middle of the century and after the publication of the
Encyclopedie, speculation on the fine arts in France does not seem
to have undergoneany basic changesfor some time. The notion was
popularizedand stabilizedthrough such worksas Lacombe'sportable
dictionary of the Fine Arts, which covered architecture,sculpture,
painting, engraving, poetry and music, and through other similar
works.198The term Beaux Arts, and " Art," in the new sense, found
its way into the dictionariesof the French languagethat had ignored
it before. And the Revolution gave the novel term a new institupalement l'agrement pour objet. Mais ce n'est pas la seule chose qui les distingue
des arts liberaux plus necessaires ou plus utiles, comme la grammaire, la logique ou
la morale" (105)
197 " La
peinture, la sculpture, l'architecture, la poesie, la musique et leurs
differentes divisions composent la troisieme distribution generale, qui nait de l'imagination, et dont les parties sont comprises sous le nom de beaux-arts" (117).
198 Jacques Lacombe, Dictionnaire portatif des Beaux-Arts ou Abrege de ce qui
concerne l'architecture, la sculpture, la peinture, la gravure, la poesie et la musique,
avec la definition de ces arts, 'explication des termes et des chases qui leur appartiennent, new ed. (Paris, 1753; first ed. 1752). The preface refers to " Le gout que le
public temoigne pour les Beaux-Arts" and to "la necessite d'un livre qui renferme
les Recherches et les Connoissances d'un amateur" (p. III). Pierre Esteve, L'esprit
des Beaux Arts, 2 vols. (Paris, 1753). P.-J.-B. Nougaret, Anecdotes des Beaux
Arts, contenant tout ce que la Peinture, la Sculpture, la Gravure, l'Architecture, la
Litterature, la Musique etc. et la vie des artistes offrent de plus curieux et de plus
piquant, 3 vols. (Paris, 1776-80; the work actually covers only the visual arts).
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tional expression when it merged several of the older Academies into
the Academie des Beaux Arts.199 Gradually, the further developments of aesthetics in Germany began to affect French philosophy
and literature. The second edition of the Encyclopedie, published in
Switzerland in 1781, has additions by Sulzer, including an article on
aesthetics 200 and a section on Fine Arts appended to the article on
Art that had not appeared in the first edition.201 Early in the nineteenth century, the philosopher Victor Cousin, following Kant and
the Scottish thinkers of the eighteenth century, as well as what he
believed he found in Plato, Proclus and other classical sources, centered his philosophical system on the three concepts of the Good, the
True and the Beautiful, understanding by the latter the realm of art
and aesthetics.202 Cousin's wide influence in the later nineteenth century went a long ways toward establishing this triad in modern value
theory and toward fortifying the place of aesthetics in the system of
philosophical disciplines. It also induced many thinkers and historians to interpret in terms of this scheme a number of ancient and
medieval notions that resembled it superficially but had in reality a
very different meaning and context. Meanwhile, as Cousin's doctrine
was spreading among philosophers and historians, French literature
and criticism had long been feeling the impact of Romanticism. They
were beginning to develop modern problems and theories concerning
the arts and their interpretation, no longer related to the discussions
of the eighteenth century, and were laying the ground for more recent
present-day tendencies.
VII
Having followed the French development through the eighteenth
199

Aucoc, 6-7. The section for literature and the fine arts of the Institut,
created in 1795, comprised: grammaire, langues anciennes, poesie, antiquite et
monuments, peinture, sculpture, architecture, musique, declamation.
200 Encyclopedie 13
(Berne and Lausanne, 1781), 84-86: "Esthetique ... terme
nouveau, invente pour designer une science qui n'a ete reduite en forme que depuis
peu d'annees. C'est la philosophie des beaux-arts." [Aristotle did not have such
a theory.] " M. Dubos est, si je ne me trompe, le premier d'entre les modernes qui
ait entrepris de deduire d'un principe general la theorie des beaux-arts, et d'en
demontrer les regles ....
Feu M. Baumgarten . . . est le premier qui ait hasarde
de creer sur des principes philosophiques la science generale des beaux-arts, a laquelle
201 Ibid. 3 (1781), 484ff.
il a donne le nom d'esthetique."
202 V. Cousin, Du Vrai, du Beau et du Bien, 29th ed. (Paris, 1904; first ed.,
1836, based on lectures delivered in 1817-18). Cf. P. Janet, Victor Cousin et son
oeuvre (Paris, 1885). E. Krantz (Essai sur l'esthetique de Descartes [Paris, 1882],
312f.) emphasizes that Cousin was the first French thinker who gave a separate
place to aesthetics and to beauty in his philosophical system.
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century, we must discuss the history of artistic thought in England.203
The English writers were strongly influenced by the French down to
the end of the seventeenth century and later, but during the eighteenth century they made important contributions of their own and in
turn influenced continental thought, especially in France and Germany. Interest in the arts other than poetry began to rise slowly in
the English literature of the seventeenth century. Works of an encyclopedic nature show little awareness of the separate function of the
fine arts,204whereas an author such as Henry Peacham, who continued the amateur tradition of the Renaissance, would not only write
a treatise on drawing, but also recommend the cultivation of painting,
music and poetry, of classical studies and the collecting of coins and
other antiquities and of natural curiosities, for the education of a perfect gentleman.05 John Evelyn, who was the model of a virtuoso,
included artistic and scientific interests,206but the work of the virtuosi
of the Royal Society soon led to a separation between the arts and the
sciences.207 The Querelle, which was at least partly caused by the
emancipation of the natural sciences in the seventeenth century,
spread from France to England. The most important treatise in England representing the views of the Moderns, that of Wotton, tried to
cover systematically all the human arts and activities, just as Perrault
203

James E. Tobin, Eighteenth Century English Literature and Its Cultural
Background: A Bibliography (New York, 1939), 11-16; 27-33. John W. Draper,
Eighteenth Century English Aesthetics: A Bibliography (Heidelberg, 1931). B.
Sprague Allen, Tides of English Taste (1619-1800), 2 vols. (Cambridge, Mass.,
1937). F. Mirabent, La estetica inglesa del siglo XVIII (Barcelona, 1927). Karl
L. F. Thielke, Literatur- und Kunstkritik in ihren Wechselbeziehungen: Ein Beitrag
zur englischen Aesthetik des 18. Jahrhunderts (Halle, 1935). John W. Draper,
"Aristotelian 'Mimesis' in Eighteenth Century England," PMLA 36 (1921), 372400. Id., " Poetry and Music in Eighteenth Century Aesthetics," Englische Studien
67 (1932-33), 70-85. J. G. Robertson, Studies in the Genesis of Romantic Theory
in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, 1923), 235ff. Elizabeth W. Manwaring,
Italian Landscape in Eighteenth Century England (New York, 1925), 14ff. Herbert
M. Schueller, " Literature and Music as Sister Arts: An Aspect of Aesthetic Theory
in Eighteenth-Century Britain," Philological Quarterly 26 (1947), 193-205.
204 George Hakewill (An Apologie or Declaration of the Power and Providence
of God in the Government of the World . . ., 3rd ed., Oxford, 1635), who compares the ancients and moderns in the arts and sciences (Bury, 89), puts poetry
between history and the art military (278ff.), architecture and painting between
philosophy and navigation (303ff.), whereas sculpture and music receive no separate
205 See above, note 110.
treatment in his work.
206 The
Literary Remains of John Evelyn, ed. W. Upcott (London, 1834).
207 James A. H.
Murray, A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles,
vol. 10, pt. 2 (Oxford, 1928), 240f. Several of the seventeenth-century passages
given for "virtuoso " include a scientific interest. The limitation of the term to a
taste for the arts is clear in Shaftesbury, see below. Cf. Manwaring, I.c., 25.
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had done, and emphasizedlike Perrault the fundamental difference
between the sciencesthat had made progresssince antiquity, and the
arts that had not.208 A translationof one of the Frenchworksrelated
to the Querelle, Calliere'sHistory of the War of the Ancients and
Moderns,was published as late as 1705, and reveals in its very title
the growingsense of the affinity of the fine arts.209 Even before the
end of the seventeenth century, Dryden had translated Du Fresnoy's
poem on painting with De Piles' commentary and had added his
famous introduction on the Parallel of Painting and Poetry which
popularizedthe notion in England.210 This translation was still of
interest to Sir JoshuaReynolds,who wrote some notes on it.211 Early
in the eighteenth century,JonathanRichardsonwas praisingpainting
as a liberal art,212and John Dennis in some of his critical treatises on
208 William Wotton,

Reflectionsupon Ancient and Modern Learning,3rd ed.
(London, 1705). "... of these particulars there are two sorts: one, of those
wherein the greatest part of those learned men who have comparedAncient and
Modem Performances,either give up the cause to the Ancients quite, or think, at
least, that the Modernshave not gone beyond them. The other of those, where the
Advocatesfor the Modernsthink the case so clear on their side, that they wonder
how any man can dispute it with them. Poesie, Oratory, Architecture,Painting,
and Statuary, are of the first sort; Natural History, Physiology,and Mathematics,
with all their Dependencies,are of the second" (p. 18, end of ch. 2). "The
generalityof the learned have given the Ancients the preferencein those arts and
scienceswhich have hitherto been considered:but for the precedencyin those parts
of learningwhich still remain to be enquiredinto, the Moders have put in their
claim, with great briskness. Among this sort, I reckonmathematicaland physical
sciences,in their largest extent" (p. 74f., ch. 7). In the first group, Wotton discusses Moral and Political knowledge,Eloquenceand Poesie, grammar,architecture,
statuary and painting. The second group includes,besides the sciences, philology
and theology, also gardeningwhich is treated with agriculture(ch. 22, p. 272) and
music which is placed between optics and medicine (ch. 25, p. 307). The chapter
on gardeningis lackingin the first edition (London,1694). Wotton does once compare music with painting (" For, in making a Judgment of Music, it is much the
same thing as it is in makinga judgmentof Pictures,"311), but he treats music as
a "physico-mathematicalscience, built upon fixed rules, and stated proportions"
(309f.), and also in other respectshis two groups do not coincidewith the modern
distinction between fine arts and sciences. Wotton is obviously moving towards
that distinction,but I do not see that he goes beyond Perrault in this respect, as
stated by Rigault (323f.) and Bury (121f.). No distinctionbetween the arts and
sciencesis made by Sir WilliamTemple, " An Essay upon the Ancient and Modern
Learning" (1690), in CriticalEssays of the SeventeenthCentury,ed. J. E. Spingarn,
209See above, note 163.
vol. 3 (Oxford,1909), 32-72.
210C. A. Du Fresnoy, De arte graphica, tr. J. Dryden (London, 1695), p.
I-LVIII: " Prefaceof the Translator,with a Parallelof Poetry and Painting." The
Criticaland MiscellaneousProse of John Dryden, ed. E. Malone, vol. III (London,
1800), 291ff.
211 Sir JoshuaReynolds, The Literary WorksII (London,1835), 297-358 (first
ed., 1783).
212 JonathanRichardson,The Theory of Painting (first publishedin 1715), in
his Works (London,1792), 5ff.
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poetics stressedthe affinitybetween poetry, painting and music.213
Of greater importance were the writings of Anthony, Earl of
Shaftesbury,one of the most influential thinkers of the eighteenth
century,not only in England but also on the continent.214 His interest and taste for literature and the arts are well known, and his
writings are full of referencesto the various arts and to the beauty of
their works. The ideal of the virtuosowhich he embodiedand advocated no longer included the sciences, as in the seventeenth century,
but had its center in the arts and in the moral life.215 Since Shaftesbury was the first major philosopher in modern Europe in whose
writings the discussionof the arts occupied a prominentplace, there
is some reason for consideringhim as the founder of modern aesthetics.216 Yet Shaftesbury was influenced primarily by Plato and
Plotinus, as well as by Cicero, and he consequently did not make a
clear distinction between artistic and moral beauty.217 His moral
sense still includes both ethical and aesthetic objects.218 Moreover,
althoughreferencesto the particulararts are frequentin his writings,
and some of his works are even entirely devoted to the subjects of
the passagesin which he mentions poetry,
painting219 or of poetry,220
the visual arts and music together are not too frequent, and do not
contain any. more specific notions than may be found in earlier
authors.221Poetry, especially, appearsstill in the companynot only
213

The Critical Works of John Dennis, ed. Edward N. Hooker, vol. I (Baltimore, 1939), 201f. ("The Advancement and Reformation of Modern Poetry,"
1701); 336 (" The Groundof Criticismin Poetry," 1704).
214 His importanceis stressedby all historiansof aesthetics. See alsoE. Cassirer,
Die platonischeRenaissancein England und die Schule von Cambridge(Leipzig,
1932), 115; 138ff. G. Spicker,Die Philosophiedes Grafen von Shaftesbury (Freiburg, 1872), 196ff. Christian Friedrich Weiser, Shaftesbury und das deutsche
Geistesleben(Leipzig-Berlin,1916). L. Stuermer,Der Begriff" moralsense" in der
PhilosophieShaftesbury's(thes. Konigsberg,1928).
215 Anthony,Earl of Shaftesbury,Characteristics,
ed. John M. Robertson(LonThe
252f.
vol.
Life, UnpublishedLetters, and PhilosophiI, 214f.; II,
don, 1900),
cal Regimen of Anthony, Earl of Shaftesbury,ed. B. Rand (London, 1900), 249
("A virtuoso to propose poetry, music, dance, picture, architecture,garden, and
so on "); 416f. (" Had Mr. Locke been a virtuoso,he would not have philosophized
216See Cassirer,l.c., above, note 214.
thus "); 478; 484; 496; 506.
217 CharacteristicsII,
218 Characteristics
138.
I, 262; II, 136f.
128;
219
Anthony, Earl of Shaftesbury,Second Characters,ed. B. Rand (Cambridge,
220CharacteristicsI, 10ff.
1914).
221 From music, poetry, rhetoric,down to the simple prose of history, through
all the plastic arts of sculpture,statuary,painting,architecture,and the rest; everything muse-like,graceful,and exquisitewas rewardedwith the highest honours..."
(i.e., by the Greeks). CharacteristicsII, 242. Cf. ibid., II, 330, where criticismof
poetry is comparedto the judgmentof music or painting. I, 94 (beauty in architecture, music, poetry); II, 129; 252f.
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of eloquence but also of history, thus reflecting the Renaissance tradition of the Studia humanitatis.222 Almost equally influential in England as well as on the continent, at least in literary circles, was Joseph
Addison. His famous essays on imagination, which appeared in the
Spectator in 1712, are remarkable not merely for their early emphasis
on that faculty, but also for the manner in which he attributes the
pleasures of the imagination to the various arts as well as to natural
sights. Without ever giving a definite system, he constantly refers to
gardening and architecture, painting and sculpture, poetry and music,
and makes it quite clear that the pleasures of the imagination are to
be found in their works .and products.223
The philosophical implications of Shaftesbury's doctrine were
further developed by a group of Scottish thinkers. Francis Hutcheson, who considered himself Shaftesbury's pupil, modified his doctrine
by distinguishing between the moral sense and the sense of beauty.224
This distinction, which was adopted by Hume225 and quoted by
Diderot, went a long ways to prepare the separation of ethics and
aesthetics, although Hutcheson still assigned the taste of poetry to
the moral sense.226 A later philosopher of the Scottish school, Thomas
222 II, 242. There seems to be a
tendency in Shaftesburyto associatenot only
the beauty of the senses with the visual arts and music, but also the beauty of
characterand virtue, or moral beauty, with poetry. I, 136 (" moral artist "); 216
(" poetical and moral truth, the beauty of sentiments, the sublime of characters
. . "); II, 318 (" to morals, and the knowledgeof what is called poetic manners

and truth "); 331f. (" a sense of that moral truth on which . . . poetic truth and

beauty must naturally depend"). This is not merely a residue of the old moralistic interpretationof poetry, but an attempt to correlatethe emergingsystem of
the fine arts with Plato's ladder of beauty. Cf. the statementof Castelvetro,above,
note 92.
223Joseph Addison, Works, ed. Tickell, II (London, 1804), 354ff. (Spectator,
no. 411ff.). Addisonincludesarchitecture,and perhapsgardening,along with natural sights, amongthe primarypleasures,whereashe lists as secondarypleasuresthe
"arts of mimicry,"i.e., "statue, picture, description,or sound" (376). Significant
also is a sentencefrom an earlieressay, publishedin the Spectator,no. 29, on April
3, 1711: "that music, architecture,and painting, as well as poetry and oratory, are
to deducetheir laws and rules from the general sense and taste of mankind . ."
(ibid., I, 78).
224 FrancisHutcheson,An Inquiry into the Originalof our Ideas of Beauty and
Virtue (Glasgow, 1772; first ed., 1725), p. XI; 8; 100. Cf. Thomas Fowler,
Shaftesbury and Hutcheson (New York, 1883). William Robert Scott, Francis
Hutcheson (Cambridge, 1900). John J. Martin, Shaftesbury'sund Hutcheson's
Verhdltniszu Hume (thes. Halle, 1905).
225 D. Hume, An Enquiry concerningthe Principlesof Morals (1751), Appendix
I: "ConcerningMoral Sentiment." Cf. A Treatise of Human Nature (1739-40),
Book III, Part I, Section II.
226 L.c., 239 (" We shall find this sense to be the foundationalso of the chief
pleasuresof poetry "). For the root of this idea in Shaftesbury,see above, note 222.
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Reid, introduced common sense as a direct criterion of truth, and
although he was no doubt influenced by Aristotle's notion of common
sense and the Stoic and modern views on " common notions," it has
been suggested that his common sense was conceived as a counterpart
to Hutcheson's two senses.227 Thus the psychology of the Scottish
school led the way for the doctrine of the three faculties of the soul,
which found its final development in Kant and its application in
Cousin.
Other English authors, motivated by critical rather than philosophical interests and probably influenced by French authors, popularized the notion of the affinity between poetry, painting, and music,
-e.g., Charles Lamotte 228 and Hildebrand Jacobs.229 More philosophical are the essays of James Harris, who continued Shaftesbury
and had some influence on German writers. In the first of his three
essays, which are written in an elegant dialogue form but heavily
annotated with references to classical authors, Harris expounds the
concept of art on the basis of Aristotle and with its older comprehensive meaning. In the second essay, he distinguishes between the
necessary arts and the arts of elegance, putting under the latter category especially music, painting and poetry, and comparing these three
arts with each other according to their relative merits. The third
essay deals with happiness as the art of human conduct.230 About
227 Thomas

Reid, Works, 4th ed. (Edinburgh,1854). Matthias Keppes, Der
CommonSense als Princip der gewissheitin der Philosophiedes Schotten Thomas
Reid (Munich, 1890), 15. Cf. F. Ueberweg,Grundrissder Geschichteder Philosophie, III, 12th ed. (Berlin, 1924), 416. 0. Robbins, "The Aesthetics of Thomas
Reid," The Journalof Aestheticsand Art Criticism5 (1942), 30-41.
228

Charles Lamotte, An Essay upon Poetry and Painting .. . (Dublin, 1745;

first ed., 1730).
229HildebrandJacobs, Of the Sister Arts; an Essay, in his Works (London,
1735), 379-419 (first ed., 1734). "If it be allow'd with Cicero that all Arts are
related, we may safely conclude, that Poetry, Painting, and Music are closely
ally'd" (379). "Poetry is much nearer ally'd to Painting, than to Music. Lyric
Poetry approachesmore to Music than any other Species of it, as Dramatic, and
Pastoral Poetry do to Painting" (380). "The same Rules which Aristotle lays
down as necessaryfor the Poets to observein the Formationof he (sic) Manners,
or Characters,are equally instructiveto the Painters" (401). "That the Ancients
were more excellent than we in most Parts of these Arts of Ornament,is as manifest, as that latter Ages have invented many useful Things entirely unknown to
them " (412). However,the modernsare said to be superiorin music (392). These
statements are so explicit and interestingthat it would be worth while to explore
the influenceof this authorin France and Germany.
230J(ames) H(arris), Three Treatises,the first concerningart, the second concerningmusic,painting,and poetry, the third concerninghappiness (London,1744).
"All arts have this in commonthat they respect human life. Some contributeto
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the same time, the poet Akensidecontinued the work of Addison;231
and before the middle of the century the important French worksof
Dubos and Batteux were presented to English readers,the formerin
a translation,232the latter in an anonymous version or summary,
entitled The Polite Arts.233
During the second half of the eighteenth century, English writers
continued to discuss the various arts. But they were not so much
interested in expounding and developing a system of the fine arts,
which they took pretty much for granted, as in discussing general
concepts and principlesconcerningthe arts; e.g., Home, Burke, and
Gerard;or else the relations between the particulararts; e.g., Daniel
Webb or John Brown, to mention only some of the more influential
its necessities,as medicineand agriculture;others to its elegance,as music, painting, and poetry " (53). These three arts are called mimetic (65; 94).
231 Mark Akenside, The Pleasures of Imagination,in his Poetical Works, ed.
G. Gilfillan(Edinburgh,1857), Iff. In the preface of 1744, painting and sculpture,
music and poetry are listed as imitative arts, and the poem is said to cover " all the
various entertainmentwe meet with, either in poetry, painting,music, or any of the
elegant arts" (p. 1). In the general argument added to the edition of 1757, the
pleasuresof imaginationare said to proceed from natural objects or "from works
of art, such as a noble edifice, a musical tune, a statue, a picture, a poem," and
music, sculpture,painting and poetry are called "elegant arts " (77).
232
233

See above, note 181.
The Polite Arts, or, a Dissertation on Poetry, Painting, Musick, Architec-

ture, and Eloquence (London, 1749). The work is anonymous,and dedicated to
William Cheselden. In the copy of the Yale University Library I have used, a
contemporarymanuscriptnote at the end of the preface identifies the author as
follows: " Hippesley,son of the player, & bred under Mr. Cheselden& now surgeon
abroadto the African company, 1753" (p. IX). This is obviously John Hippisley
(d. 1767) son of the actor (d. 1748), to whom the following anonymouswritings
have been attributed: Dissertationon Comedy ... (London, 1750); Essays, 1. On
the Populousnessof Africa, 2. On the Trade at the Forts on the Gold Coast, 3. On
the Necessity of erectinga Fort at Cape Appollonia(London,1764). Cf. Dictionary
of National Biography IX, 903. The essay on The Polite Arts appears to depend
closely on Batteux. This is the division of the arts given in ch. 2: "Arts may be
divided into three kinds. The first have the Necessities of Mankind for their ObFrom this the MechanickArts arose. The next kind have Pleasurefor
ject ....
their Object . . . They are called Polite Arts by way of Excellency, such are

Musick,Poetry, Painting,Sculpture,and the Art of Gestureor Dancing. The third
kind are those which have usefulness and Pleasure at the same time for their
Object: such are Eloquenceand Architecture" (5-6). A close comparisonbetween
the anonymousEnglish essay and Batteux's treatise shows that the former follows
the latter verbatim for large sections of the text, but alters its model through
numeroustranspositions,omissionsand additions. The most important among the
latter are two chapters on Eloquence and Architectureat the end of the English
essay.
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writers.234All these English and Scottish writers show a strong preoccupation with psychology, as might be expected from the general
trend of English thought in that century. They exercisedconsiderable influenceon the continent, especiallyin Germany,where many of
their works appeared in translations. It has been noted that the
emphasisof writersand literary critics on the affinitybetween poetry
and painting was followed after the middle of the century by an increasing insistence on the links between poetry and music.235 One
reason for this may have been the public attention which music received in London after the appearanceof Handel,236just as had been
the case in Paris after the success of Lulli. On the other hand, if
poetry really tended to exchange the company of painting for that
of music, this merelyreflectsa changein style and taste from descriptive to emotionalpoetry that correspondsto the transitionfrom classicism to romanticism. A new epoch in English critical and artistic
theory begins towardthe very end of the century with Coleridge,who
imported from Germanysome of the aesthetic notions of Kant and
of the early Romanticists. The further development these ideas received throughColeridgeand his English successorsin the nineteenth
century is beyond the scope of this paper.
234

Henry Home, Lord Kames, Elements of Criticism (New York, 1830; first
ed., 1762). He lists poetry, painting, sculpture,music, gardeningand architecture
as "fine arts" (11). E. Burke, A PhilosophicalEnquiry into the Origin of our
Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful (London, 1770; first ed., 1757). Alexander
Gerard,An Essay on Taste (London, 1759). He lists as the "finer arts ": music,
painting,statuary, architecture,poetry and eloquence(189). Daniel Webb, Observations on the CorrespondencebetweenPoetry and Music (London,1769; cf. Hans
Hecht, Daniel Webb, Hamburg,1920). Dr. (John) Brown, A Dissertation on the
Rise, Union, and Power, the Progressions,Separations,and Corruptions,of Poetry
and Musick (London,1763; cf. HermannM. Flasdieck,John Brown (1715-66) und
seine Dissertationon Poetry and Music, Halle, 1924). Thomas Robertson,An Inquiry into the Fine Arts (London,1784; he quotes Batteux and Bettinelli, and lists
as fine arts: music, speech, architecture,painting, sculpture,gardening,dance, eloquence, poetry and also history, cf. 14-17). Sir William Jones, Essay II. on the
Arts, commonlycalled Imitative, in his Poems, 2nd ed. (London, 1777), 191ff. (he
also quotes Batteux and discusses especially poetry, music and painting. James
Beattie, An Essay on Poetry and Music, as they affect the Mind, 3rd ed. (London,
1779; written in 1762). Hugh Blair, Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres
(London,1787; first ed., 1783).
235 John W.
Draper, " Poetry and Music in Eighteenth Century Aesthetics,"
67 (1932-33), 70-85. Herbert M. Schueller, "Literature and
Studien
Englische
Music as Sister Arts . . . ," PhilologicalQuarterly26 (1947), 193-205.
236 Cf. H.
Parker, The Nature of the Fine Arts (London,1885), 18ff.
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VIII
Discussion of the arts does not seem to have occupiedmany German writers in the seventeenth century, which was on the whole a
periodof culturaldecline.237 The poet Opitz showedfamiliaritywith
but otherwisethe Germansdid
the parallelof poetry and painting,238
not take part in the developmentwe are trying to describebefore the
eighteenth century. During the first part of that century interest in
literature and literary criticismbegan to rise, but did not yet lead to
a detailedor comparativetreatmentof the other arts. However,some
of the French and English writers we have mentioned were widely
read and also translated into Germanduring the course of the century, such as Dubos and Batteux, Shaftesburyand Harris. The critical writingsof the Swiss authors, Bodmerand Breitinger,focus from
the very beginningon the parallel between painting and poetry, and
reflect the influenceof Addisonand perhapsof Dubos.239Even their
classicist opponent, Gottsched,mentions occasionallythe affinity between poetry, painting, music, and the other arts,240as does Johann
For German aesthetics in the eighteenth century, see, besides the general
histories of aesthetics: F. Braitmaier,Geschichteder poetischen Theorie von den
Diskursen der Maler bis auf Lessing, 2 pts. (Frauenfeld, 1888-89). E. Gurcker,
Histoire des doctrineslitteraireset esthetiquesen Allemagne,2 vols. (Paris, 188396). Robert Sommer,Grundziigeeiner Geschichteder deutschenPsychologieund
Aesthetikvon Wolff-Baumgartenbis Kant-Schiller(Wiirzburg,1892). M. Dessoir,
Geschichteder neueren deutschenPsychologie, 2nd ed. (Berlin, 1902). H. Gold237

schmidt, Die Musikaesthetik des 18. Jahrhunderts . . . (Zurich and Leipzig, 1915).

W. Dilthey,Das Erlebnisund die Dichtung,4th ed. (Leipzig,1913), 42ff. E. Cassirer,
Freiheit und Form, 2nd ed. (Berlin, 1918), 97ff. Herman Wolf, Versuch einer
Geschichte des Geniebegriffsin der deutschen Aesthetik des 18. Jahrhunderts
(Heidelberg, 1923).

K. Bauerhorst, Der Geniebegriff. . . (thes. Breslau, 1930).

B. Rosenthal,Der Geniebegriffdes Aufkldrungszeitalters(Berlin, 1933).
238C.
Borinski, Die Kunstlehre der Renaissance in Opitz' Buch von der
deutschenPoeterey (thes. Munich, 1883), 44f.
239Die Discourse der Mahlern (1721-22), ed. Th. Vetter (Frauenfeld,1891).
The analogybetweenpoetry and paintingis stressedin discourseno. 19 (p. 91) and
extendedto sculpturein discourseno. 20 (97ff.). The same analogy is stressed in
the later works of Bodmer and Breitinger. See Johann Jacob Bodmer, Critische
Betrachtungen ueber die Poetischen Gemalde der Dichter (Zurich, 1741), 27ff.
JohannJacob Breitinger,CritischeDichtkunst (Zurich,1740), 3ff. and 29ff. (where
the comparisonwith painting is extended to history and eloquence). Cf. R. De
Reynold, Histoire litteraire de la Suisse au XVIIIe siecle, II (Lousanne, 1912):
Bodmer et Pl'cole Suisse. R. Verosta, Der Phantasiebegriffbei den Schweizern
Bodmerund Breitinger(progr.Vienna,1908). F. Braitmaier,Die poetischeTheorie
Gottsched'sund der Schweizer (progr. Tibingen, 1879). F. Servaes, Die Poetik
Gottschedsund der Schweizer(Strassburg,1887).
240 Johann ChristophGottsched, Versucheiner CritischenDichtkunst, 3rd ed.
(Leipzig, 1742), 98 (where poetry is comparedwith painting, sculpture,music and
dance).
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Elias Schlegel, who is said to have been influencedby the lectures of
Fraguierand other authorspublishedin the Memoirsof the Academie
des Inscriptions.241His brotherJohann Adolf Schlegel,who was one
of the translators of Batteux, added to his version several original
essays in which he criticizesthe theory of imitation and also presents
a modifiedsystem of the fine arts.242Yet all these writers were primarily interested in poetics and literary criticismand drew upon the
other arts only for occasionalanalogies.
These critical discussionsamong poets and literati constitute the
general backgroundfor the important work of the philosopherAlexanderGottlieb Baumgartenand of his pupil GeorgFriedrichMeier.243
241

Johann Elias Schlegels Aesthetische und dramaturgische Schriften, ed. J. von
Antoniewicz (Heilbronn, 1887). In an essay composed in 1745, Schlegel compares
poetry with architecture, painting and sculpture (97), in another essay dated 174243 with painting, sculpture and music (107ff.). On his French sources, see the
introduction, p. XXXVI ff. and XCV ff.
242Herrn Abt Batteux . . . . Einschrdnkung der Schonen Kiinste auf einen
einzigen Grundsatz, tr. Johann Adolf Schlegel, 3rd ed. (Leipzig, 1770; first ed.,
1751), II, 155ff.: "Abhandlung no. 5. Von der Eintheilung der schonen Kiinste
nach ihrer verschiednen Absicht." Schlegel summarizes Batteux but insists that
eloquence and architecture should be included among the fine arts (157) and also
adds prose poetry as well as drawing and engraving to the list (180-81). Cf. Hugo
Bieber, Johann Adolf Schlegels poetische Theorie in ihrem historischen Zusammenhange untersucht (Berlin, 1912).
243Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten, Aesthetica, ed. B. Croce (Bari, 1936; first
ed., 1750-58). This edition also contains (1-45) his Meditationes Philosophicae de
nonnullis ad poema pertinentibus (1735). B. Poppe, Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten (thes. Miinster, Borna-Leipzig, 1907), who publishes from a Berlin manuscript the text of Baumgarten's course on Aesthetics, delivered in German, probably
in 1750-51 (65ff.). Georg Friedrich Meier, Abbildung eines Kunstrichters (Halle,
1745). Id., Anfangsgriinde aller schonen Wissenschaften, 2nd ed. (Halle, 1754-59;
first ed., 1748-50). Thomas Abbt, Alexander Gottlieb Baumgartens Leben und
Character (Halle, 1765). Georg Friedrich Meier, Alexander Gottlieb Baumgartens
Leben (Halle, 1763). Th. W. Dannel, Gottsched und seine Zeit, 2nd ed. (Leipzig,
1855), 211ff. Carolus Raabe, A. G. Baumgarten aestheticae in disciplinae formam
redactae parens et auctor (thes. Rostock, 1873). Hans Georg Meyer, Leibniz und
Baumgarten als Begriinder der deutschen Aesthetik (thes. Halle, 1874). Johannes
Schmidt, Leibnitz und Baumgarten, ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der deutschen
Aesthetik (thes. Halle, 1875). E. Prieger, Anregung und metaphysische Grundlagen
der Aesthetik von Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten (thes. Berlin, 1875). M. Bojanowski, Literarische Einfliisse bei der Entstehung von Baumgartens Aesthetik (thes.
Breslau, 1910). Ernst Bergmann, Die Begriindung der deutschen Aesthetik durch
Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten und Georg Friedrich Meier (Leipzig, 1911). A. Riemann, Die Aesthetik Alexander Gottlieb Baumgartens (Halle, 1928). Hans Georg
Peters, Die Aesthetik Alexander Gottlieb Baumgartens und ihre Beziehungen zum
Ethischen (Berlin, 1934).
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Baumgarten is famous for having coined the term aesthetics, but
opinions differ as to whether he must be consideredthe founder of
that discipline or what place he occupies in its history and development. The original meaning of the term aesthetics as coined by
Baumgarten,which has been well nigh forgottenby now, is the theory
of sensuousknowledge,as a counterpartto logic as a theory of intellectual knowledge.244The definitionsBaumgartengives of aesthetics
show that he is concernedwith the arts and with beauty as one of
their main attributes, but he still uses the old term liberal arts, and
he considersthem as forms of knowledge.245The question whether
Baumgarten really gave a theory of all the fine arts, or merely a
poetics and rhetoric with a new name, has been debated but can be
answeredeasily. In his earlierwork,in which he first coinedthe term
aesthetics, Baumgarten was exclusively concernedwith poetics and
rhetoric.248In his later, unfinishedwork, to which he gave the title
Aesthetica, Baumgartenstates in his introductionthat he intends to
give a theory of all the arts,247and actually makes occasionalreferences to the visual arts and to music.248This impressionis confirmed
by the text of Baumgarten'slectures published only recently,249and
244

" Sint ergo

voyTra

cognoscendafacultate superioreobjectumlogices; a'lrtr,

e7rlUarrY7u atUrlO7rtK7sive aestheticae" (Meditationes,ed. Croce, #116, p. 44).

The

distinction is reminiscentof the one made by Speusippusand related by Sextus
Empiricus (Adversls Mathematicos VII, 145: SrenoLrwro 8e 7re rwv ipayuaxov
TW /EV VOr/TWV KptTiqpLtOV CAeXV Elvat
abwV
ra SEvo77a
e
aor9qa
Triv Se aiac7OrTwv
r1v (erTTr.qOVtKaV atlaOcrtLv).

TOV ErflLlovVKOv

r

Aoyov,

Aesthetica, #1 (ed. Croce, p. 55):
" Aestheticatheorialiberaliumartium,gnoseologiainferior,ars pulcre cogitandi . . .
est scientiacognitionissensitivae."
245Ibid. See also #3 (p. 55) where the usefulnessof aesthetics is thus described: "bona principiastudiis omnibusartibusqueliberalibussubministrare."
246 In the Meditationes
(#117, ed. Croce, p. 44-45), rhetorica generalisand
poetica generalisare introducedas the main parts of aesthetica.
247 In #5 (ed. Croce,
p. 56) he raises this objection against himself: "eam
eandem esse cum rhetorica et poetica," and answers thus: "latius patet . . . com-

plectitur has cum aliis artibus ac inter se communia."
248
#4, p. 55 (musicus); #69, p. 76 (musici); #780, p. 461-62 (music, painting); #83, p. 82-83 (music, the dance, painting, where painting is also assignedto
one of the Muses.)
" Die
249
ganze Geschichteder Maler, Bildhauer,Musikverstandigen,Dichter,
Redner wird hierhergeh6ren,denn alle diese verschiedenenTeile haben ihre allgemeinen Regeln in der Aesthetik" (ed. Poppe, 67). "Er [Aristotle] teilt seine
Philosophie,wodurchdie menschlicheKenntnis verbessertwerdensoll, in die Logik,
Rhetorik und Poetik, die er zuerst als Wissenschaftenvortragt. Die Einteilung
selbst ist unvollkommen. Wenn ich sinnlichsch6n denkenwill, warumsoll ich bloss
in Prosa oder in Versen denken? Wo bleibt der Maler und Musikus?" (69).
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by the writings of his pupil Meier.250 On the other hand, it is quite
obvious, and was noted by contemporary critics, that Baumgarten
and Meier develop their actual theories only in terms of poetry and
eloquence and take nearly all their examples from literature.251 Baumgarten is the founder of aesthetics in so far as he first conceived a
general theory of the arts as a separate philosophical discipline with
a distinctive and well-defined place in the system of philosophy. He
failed to develop his doctrine with reference to the arts other than
poetry and eloquence, or even to propose a systematic list and division
of these other arts. In this latter respect, he was preceded and surpassed by the French writers, especially by Batteux and the Encyclopaedists, whereas the latter failed to develop a theory of the arts as
part of a philosophical system. It was the result of German thought
and criticism during the second half of the eighteenth century that
the more concrete French conception of the fine arts was utilized in a
philosophical theory of aesthetics for which Baumgarten had formulated the general scope and program.
When Meier tried to answer the critics of his teacher Baumgarten,
he stated that Baumgarten and himself had spoken only about literature, since they did not know enough about the other arts.252 The
broadening scope of German aesthetics after Baumgarten, which we
must now try to trace, was due not only to the influence of Batteux,
of the Encyclopaedists, and of other French and English writers, but
also to the increasing interest taken by writers, philosophers, and the
lay public in the visual arts and in music. Winckelmann's studies of
...

da die Erklarung auch auf Musik und Malerei gehen muss " (71).

".

. alle

Kiinste, die man sch6n nennet, werdenvon der Kenntnis dieserRegeln den grossten
Nutzen haben" (75). " Die Aesthetikgeht viel weiter als die Rhetorikund Poetik "
(76). These lectures are also notable for the more frequent referencesto French
and Englishauthors.
250" So lange es Maler, Dichter, Redner, Musickverstandigeund so weiter
gegebenhat, so lange ist Aesthetik ausgeibt worden" (Anfangsgriinde,vol. I, #6,
p. 10). He then lists as liberal arts and "fine sciences": "die Redekunst, die
Dichtkunst,die Music, die Historie,die Malerkunstund wie sie alle heissen" (#16,
p. 27). Cf.p.21; 581, etc.
251
Wir werden in den Exempeln immer bei der Rede stehen bleiben ..."
(Baumgarten,ed. Poppe, #20, p. 82). "Ob nun gleich die Aesthetick auch die
Grinde zu den iibrigen schonen Kilnsten enthalt, so werde ich doch meine allermeisten Exempel aus den Rednernund Dichtern nehmen" (Meier, Anfangsgriinde,
pt. l, #19, p. 31).
252 "(Und wenn
philosophischeKopfe, welche die Music, Malerkunst,und alle
iibrige sch6neKiinste ausser der Rede und Dichtkunst,verstehen,die aesthetischen
Grundsatzeauf dieselbenwerdenanwenden:so wird der einzigeEinwurf,der bisher
mit Artigkeit und vielem Scheine wider die Aesthetic gemacht worden, ganzlich
wegfallen" (AlexanderGottlieb BaumgartensLeben, 43f.).
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classical art are important for the history of our problem for the
enthusiasmwhichhe stimulatedamonghis Germanreadersfor ancient
sculpture and architecture,but not for any opinion he may have
expressed on the relation between the visual arts and literature.253
Lessing'sLaokoon (1766), too, has a notable importance,not only for
its particulartheories on matters of poetry and of the visual arts, but
also for the very attention given to the latter by one of the most brilliant and most respected German writers of the time.254 Yet the
place of the Laokoon in the history of our problem has been misjudged. To say that the Laokoonput an end to the age-old tradition
of the parallel between painting and poetry that had its ultimate
roots in classicalantiquity and found its greatest developmentin the
writers of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and early eighteenth century,
and thus freed poetry from the emphasis on description,is to give
only one side of the picture. It is to forget that the parallelbetween
painting and poetry was one of the most important elements that
precededthe formationof the modernsystem of the fine arts, though
it had lost this function as a link between two different arts by the
time of Lessing,when the more comprehensivesystem of the fine arts
had been firmly established. In so far as Lessing paid no attention
to the broadersystem of the fine arts, especiallyto music,his Laokoon
constituted a detour or a dead end in terms of the developmentleading to a comprehensivesystem of the fine arts. It is significantthat
the Laokoonwas criticizedfor this very reasonby two prominentcontemporarycritics, and that Lessing in the posthumousnotes for the
second part of the work gave some considerationto this criticism,
though we have no evidence that he actually planned to extend his
analysis to music and to a coherentsystem of the arts.255
The greatest contributionsto the history of our problem in the
interval between Baumgarten and Kant came from Mendelssohn,
Sulzer, and Herder. Mendelssohn, who was well acquainted with
French and English writings on the subject, demandedin a famous
article that the fine arts (painting, sculpture, music, the dance, and
architecture)and belles lettres (poetry and eloquence) should be re253

G. Baumecker,Winckelmannin seinen Dresdner Schriften (Berlin, 1933).
Henry C. Hatfield,Winckelmannand his GermanCritics (New York, 1943).
254 LessingsLaokoon,ed. H. Bluemner,2nd ed.
(Berlin, 1880). Loakoon, ed.
WilliamG. Howard (New York, 1910). Howard," Ut picturapoesis,"1.c. R. Lee,
" Ut pictura poesis,"I.c. Croce,Estetica, I.c., 505ff. K. Leysaht,Dubos et Lessing
(thes. Rostock, Greifswald,1874).
255 Several
passagesin Lessing'snotes for a continuationof the Laokoon refer
to music and the dance and to their connectionwith poetry (ed. Bluemner,I.c., 397;
434ff.).
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duced to some common principle better than imitation,256 and thus
was the first among the Germans to formulate a system of the fine
arts. Shortly afterwards, in a book review, he criticized Baumgarten
and Meier for not having carried out the program of their new science, aesthetics. They wrote as if they had been thinking exclusively
in terms of poetry and literature, whereas aesthetic principles should
be formulated in such a way as to apply to the visual arts and to
music as well.257 In his annotations to Lessing's Laokoon, published
long after his death, Mendelssohn persistently criticizes Lessing for
not giving any consideration to music and to the system of the arts as
a whole; 258 we have seen how Lessing, in the fragmentary notes for
a continuation of the Laokoon, tried to meet this criticism. Mendelssohn also formulated a doctrine of the three faculties of the soul corresponding to the three basic realms of goodness, truth and beauty, thus
continuing the work of the Scottish philosophers.259 He did not work
256Moses Mendelssohn,"Betrachtungenliber die Quellenund die Verbindungen
der schonen Kiinste und Wissenschaften" (1757), in his GesammelteSchriften
(Jubildumsausgabe)1 (Berlin, 1929), 165-90. Cf. G. Kannegiesser,Die Stellung
Moses Mendelssohn'sin der Geschichteder Aesthetik (thes. Marburg,1868). Ludwig Goldstein,Moses Mendelssohnund die deutscheAesthetik (Konigsberg,1904).
257Review of G. F. Meier's Auszug aus den Anfangsgriindenaller schonen
Kiunste und Wissenschaften(1758), in his GesammelteSchriften, vol. 4, pt. 1,
Leipzig, 1844, 313-18. "Allein uns diinkt, dass der Erfinder dieser Wissenschaft
der Welt nicht alles geliefert habe, was seine Erklarung des Wortes Aesthetik
verspricht. Die Aesthetik soll eigentlich die Wissenschaftder sch6nen Erkenntnis
iiberhaupt, die Theorie aller schonen Wissenschaftenund Kiinste enthalten; alle
Erkldrungenund Lehrsatzemiissen daher so allgemeinseyn, dass sie ohne Zwang
auf jede sch6ne Kunst insbesondereangewendetwerden k6nnen. Wenn man z.B.
in der allgemeinenAesthetik erklart, was erhabensei, so muss sich die Erklirung
sowohl auf die erhabeneSchreibart,als auf den erhabenenContour in der Malerei
und Bildhauergunst,auf die erhabenenGInge in der Musik, und auf die erhabene
Bauart anwendenlassen . ." (314). Baumgartenand Meier give the impression,
"als wenn man bei der ganzen einrichtungdes Werks bloss die sch6nen Wissenschaften, d.i. die Poesie und Beredsamkeit,zum Augenmerkgehabt hatte ..."
(315). "Eine Aesthetikaber, derenGrundsatzebloss entwedera priorigeschlossen,
oder bloss von der Poesie und Beredsamkeit abstrahirt worden sind, muss in
Ansehung dessen, was sie hatte werden konnen, wenn man die Geheimnissealler
Kiinste zu Rathe gezogenhatte, ziemlicheingeschranktund unfruchtbarseyn. Dass
aber die Baumgarten'scheAesthetik wirklich diese eingeschrankteGranzenhat, ist
gar nicht zu laugnen" (316).
258Laokoon,ed. Bluemner, 1.c., 359; 376; 384; 386 (Dichtkunst, Malerey,
Baukunst,Musik,Tanzkunst,Farbenkunst,Bildhauerkunst). Mendelssohn,Gesammelte Schriften2 (1931), 231ff.
259 " Man
pflegt gemeiniglichdas Vermogender Seele in Erkenntnissverm6gen
und BegehrungsvermSgen
einzutheilen,und die Empfindungder Lust und Unlust
zu rechnen. Allein mich diinkt, zwischendem
schon mit zum BegehrungsvermSgen
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out an explicit theory of aesthetics, but under the impact of French
and English authorshe indicated the directionin which Germanaesthetics was to develop from Baumgartento Kant.
What Mendelssohnhad merely set forth in a general outline and
program,the Swiss thinker Sulzer, who was well versed in French
literaturebut spent the greaterpart of his life in NorthernGermany,
was able to developin a moresystematicand elaboratefashion. Sulzer
began his literary activity with a few short philosophicalarticles in
which his interest for aesthetics was already apparent, and in which
he also leaned toward the conception of an aesthetic faculty of the
soul separatefrom the intellectualand moralfaculties,260
a conception
in whose developmentMendelssohnand the philosopherTetens also
took their part.261Some years later, he was promptedby the example
of Lacombe'slittle dictionary of the fine arts to compile a similar
Erkennenund Begehrenliege das Billigen, der Beyfall, das Wohlgefallender Seele,
welches noch eigentlichvon Begierdeweit entfernt ist. Wir betrachtendie Sch6nheit der Natur und der Kunst, ohne die mindeste Regung von Begierde, mit
Vergniigen und Wohlefallen ....

Ich werde es in der Folge Billigungsvermogen

nennen, um es dadurch sowohl von der Erkenntniss der Wahrheit, als von dem
Verlangen nach dem Guten abzusondern" (Morgenstunden,ch. 7 (FrankfurtLeipzig, 1786), 118-19 (first ed. 1785). See also the fragmentof 1776, Gesammelte
Schriften,vol. 4, pt. 1 (1844), 122f. L. Goldstein,I.c., 228-29. A similar distinction appearsalreadyin an article of 1763 (" Abhandlungfiber die Evidenz in metaphysischenWissenschaften,"GesammelteSchriften 2 (1931), 325; cf. K. F. Wize,
FriedrichJustus Riedel und seine Aesthetik (Berlin, 1907), 19-20): " Das Gewissen
ist eine Fertigkeit,das Gute vom Bosen, und der Warheitssinn,eine Fertigkeit,das
Wahrevom FalschendurchundeutlicheSchliisserichtig zu unterscheiden. Sie sind
in ihrem Bezirke das, was der Geschmackin dem Gebiete des Sch6nenund Hasslichen ist."
260Johann Georg Sulzer, VermischtePhilosophischeSchriften,2 vols. (Leipzig,
1773-81). In an article of 1751-52, he distinguishesbetween Sinne, Herz, Einbildungskraftand Verstand,relatingthe secondfaculty to moral sentimentsand the
third to the fine arts (vol. 1, pp. 24 and 43; see also vol. 2, p. 113; A. Palme, J. G.
SulzersPsychologieund die Anfdngeder Dreivermogenslehre,
Berlin, 1905). Otherwise, the distinctionof the three facultiesof the soul does not yet appear clearly or
consistentlyin these early writings,but only in his AllgemeineTheorieder Schonen
Kiunste,2nd ed., II (Leipzig, 1778), 240, art. Geschmak): "Der Geschmakist im
Grundenichts anders,als das Vermogendas Schone zu empfinden,so wie die Vernunft das Verm6genist, das Wahre, Vollkommeneund Richtige zu erkennen; das
sittliche Gefiihl, die Fahigkeit,das Gute zu fiihlen" (cf. Wize, l.c., 24).
261 JohannNicolasTetens, PhilosophischeVersucheueberdie menschlicheNatur
und ihre Entwickelung,2 vols. (Leipzig, 1777). He distinguishesthree faculties:
Verstand, Wille, and Empfindsamkeitor Gefiuhl (I, 619ff.). Cf. J. Lorsch, Die
Lehre vom Gefiihl bei Johann Nicolas Tetens (thes. Giessen, 1906). W. Uebele,
Johann Nicolaus Tetens (Berlin, 1911), 113ff. A. Seidel, Tetens' Einfluss auf die
kritischePhilosophieKants (thes. Leipzig,Wiirzburg,1932), 17ff.
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dictionary in German on a much larger scale.262 This General Theory
of the Fine arts, which appeared in several editions, has been disparaged on account of its pedantic arrangement, for it is clear, comprehensive and learned, and had a considerable importance in its time.
The work covers all the fine arts, not only poetry and eloquence, but
also music and the visual arts, and thus represents the first attempt
to carry out on a large scale the program formulated by Baumgarten
and Mendelssohn. Thanks to its wide diffusion, Sulzer's work went
a long way to acquaint the German public with the idea that all the
fine arts are related and connected with each other. Sulzer's influence extended also to France, for when the great Encyclopedie was
published in Switzerland in a second edition, many additions were
based on his General Theory, including the article on aesthetics and
the section on the Fine Arts.263
In the decades after 1760, the interest in the new field of aesthetics
spread rapidly in Germany. Courses on aesthetics were offered at a
number of universities after the example set by Baumgarten and
Meier, and new tracts and textbooks, partly based on these courses,
appeared almost every year.264 These authors have been listed, but
their individual contributions remain to be investigated. The influence of the great Encyclopedie is attested by a curious engraving
printed in Weimar in 1769 and attached to a famous copy of the
Encyclope'die.25 It represents the tree of the arts and sciences as
262AllgemeineTheorieder SchonenKiinste, 2nd ed., 4 vols. (Leipzig, 1777-78;
first ed., 1771-74; new ed., 4 vols., 1792-99). For his dependenceon Lacombe,see
his VermischtePhilosophischeSchriften 2, p. 70 (" In diesem Jahre [1756] erhielt
er durchein franzosischesWerkchen,das Dictionairedes beaux Arts vom Herrn La
Combe, nach des Herrn Hirzel Erzahlung,die Veranlassungzu seiner allgemeinen
Theorie, oder vielmehr zu seinem W6rterbuchder sch6nen Kiinste"). Johannes
Leo, Zur Entstehungsgeschichteder "Allgemeinen Theorie der Schonen Kiinste"
J. G. Sulzers (thes. Heidelberg,Berlin, 1906), 31ff. and 57. See also: Ludwig M.
Heym, Darstellungund Kritik der aesthetischenAnsichten Johann Georg Sulzers
(thes. Leipzig, 1894). Karl J. Gross, Sulzers Allgemeine Theorie der Schonen
23 See above, note 200-201.
Kiinste (thes. Berlin, 1905).
264Sulzer,AllgemeineTheorie,new ed., I (1792), 47ff. I. Koller, Entwurf zur
Geschichte und Literatur der Aesthetik . . . (Regensburg, 1799).

E. Bergmann,

Geschichteder Aesthetik und Kunstphilosophie(Leipzig, 1914), 15ff.
265 This
copy was exhibited in New York by the Services Culturelsde l'Ambassade de France in January, 1951. The engraving has the title: "Essai d'une
distributiongenealogiquedes sciences et des arts principaux. Selon l'explication
detaillee du Systeme des connoissanceshumainesdans le Discours preliminairedes
R]diteursde l'encyclopedie,publiee par M. Diderot et M. d'Alembert,a Paris en
1751. Reduit en cette forme pour decouvrirla connoissancehumaine d'un coup
d'oeuil. Par ChretienGuillaumeRoth. A Weimar,1769." The section corresponding to imaginationcontainspoetry, painting,engraving,sculpture,music and architecture with their respectivesubdivisions.
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given in the text of D'Alembert'sDiscours, putting the visual arts,
poetry and music with their subdivisionsunder the generalbranchof
imagination. Amongthe minoraestheticwritersof this period,Riedel
has attracted some scholarly attention, probablybecause he was the
target of Herder'scriticism.266In his treatise on aesthetics,based on
university lectures, Riedel gives a full discussionof all the fine arts,
and also sets out with a generaldivision of philosophicalsubjectsinto
the True, the Good and the Beautiful.267
It is interestingto note the reaction to this aesthetic literatureof
the leaders of the younger generation, especially of Goethe and of
Herder. Goethe in his early years publisheda review of Sulzerwhich
was quite unfavorable. Noticing the French backgroundof Sulzer's
conception, Goethe ridicules the grouping together of all the arts
which are so different from each other in their aims and means of
expression,a system which remindshim of the old-fashionedsystem
of the seven liberal arts, and adds that this system may be useful to
the amateur but certainly not to the artist.268 This reaction shows
266Friedrich Just Riedel, Theorie der schonen Kiunste und Wissenschaften
(Jena, 1767). Kasimir Filip Wize, Friedrich Justus Riedel und seine Aesthetik
(thes. Leipzig, Berlin, 1907). Richard Wilhelm, Friedrich Justus Riedel und die
Aesthetik der Aufkldrung(Heidelberg,1933).
267 " Der Menschhat
dreyerleyEndzwecke,die seinergeistigenVollkommenheit
untergeordnetsind, das Wahre, das Gute und das Schone; fur jeden hat ihm die
Natur eine besondereGrundkraftverliehen: fiir das Wahre den sensus communis,
fiir das Gute das Gewissen, und fur das Schone den Geschmack . . ." (Theorie, 6).

Johann Georg HeinrichFeder in his Oratio de sensu interno (1768) quotes Riedel
and lists: veritas, pulchritudo (bonitas idealis), honestas (pulchritudomoralis);
sensus veri sensusquecommunis,sensus pulchri sive gustus, sensus iusti et honesti
seu conscientiae moralis (Wize, 21-22). On Platner's unpublished aesthetics of
1777-78, see E. Bergmann,Ernst Platner und die Kunstphilosophiedes 18. Jahrhunderts (Leipzig,1913).
268J. W. Goethe, review of Sulzer's Die schonen Kiinste in ihrem Ursprung
(1772). " Sehr bequemin's Franz6sischezu iibersetzen,k6nnte auch wohl aus dem
Franz6sischeniibersetzt sein." "Hier sei fiir niemandennichts gethan als fur den
Schiiler,der Elementesucht, und fir den ganz leichtenDilettanten nach der Mode."
" Da sind sie denn (the fine arts) . . . wieder alle beisammen,verwandtoder nicht.
Was steht im Lexikonnicht alles hintereinander? Was lasst sich durch solche Philosophie nicht verbinden? Mahlerei und Tanzkunst,Beredsamkeitund Baukunst,
Dichtkunst und Bildhauerei,alle aus einem Loche, durch das magischeLicht eines
philosophischen Lampchens auf die weisse Wand gezaubert ....

" "Dass einer,

der ziemlichschlecht rasonnierte,sich einfallen liess, gewisse Beschaftigungenund
Freudender Menschen,die bei ungenialischengezwungenenNachahmernArbeit und
Miihseligkeitwurden,liessen sich unter die Rubrik Kiinste, sch6ne Kiinste klassifizieren zum Behuf theoretischerGaukelei, das ist denn der Bequemlichkeitwegen
Leitfadengebliebenzur Philosophiedariiber,da sie doch nicht verwandtersind, als
septem artes liberales der alten Pfaffenschulen." "Denn um den Kiinstler allein
ist es zu thun ....

Am gaffenden Publikum, ob das, wenn's ausgegafft hat, sich

Rechenschaftgebenkann, warumes gaffte oder nicht, was liegt an dem? " (Goethes
Werke,Sophien-Ausgabe,37 (Weimar,1896), 206ff.).
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that the system of the fine arts was something novel and not yet
firmly established, and that Goethe, just like Lessing, did not take an
active part in developing the notion that was to become generally
accepted. Toward the very end of his life, in the Wanderjahre,
Goethe shows that he had by then accepted the system of the fine
arts, for he assigns a place to each of them in his pedagogical province.269 Yet his awareness of the older meaning of art is apparent
when in a group of aphorisms originally appended to the same work
he defines art as knowledge and concludes that poetry, being based on
genius, should not be called an art.270
Herder, on the other hand, took an active part in the development
of the system of the fine arts and used the weight of his literary
authority to have it generally accepted. In an early but important
critical work (Kritische Waelder, 1769), he dedicates the entire first
section to a critique of Lessing's Laokoon. Lessing shows merely, he
argues, what poetry is not, by comparing it with painting. In order
to see what its essence is, we should compare it with all its sister arts,
such as music, the dance, and eloquence. Quoting Aristotle and
Harris, Herder stresses the comparison between poetry and music,
and concludes that this problem would require another Lessing.271 In
the fourth section, he quotes Mendelssohn as well as the more important English and French authors, and presents his own system of the
fine arts, which includes all the essential elements though it differs
from previous authors in some detail.272 Herder's later contributions
269

WilhelmMeisters Wanderjahre,Bk. II, ch. 8 (Sophien-Ausgabe,25 (1895),
1ff.) where music, poetry and the visual arts are treated as sisters. See also Bk.
III, ch. 12 (ibid., 216ff.).
270"Kiinste und Wissenschaftenerreicht man durch Denken, Poesie nicht;
denn diese ist Eingebung ....

Man sollte sei weder Kunst noch Wissenschaft

nennen,sondernGenius" (Aus MakariensArchiv, in Goethe's Werke, Vollstdndige
Ausgabe letzter Hand, vol. 23 (Stuttgart-Tiibingen, 1829), 277-78. SophienAusgabe,42, pt. 2 (1907), 200).
271
Hr.L. zeigt, was die Dichtkunstgegen Malereigehaltennicht sey; um aber
zu sehen, was sie denn an sich in ihrem ganzen Wesen vollig sey, miisste sie mit
allen schwesterlichenKiinsten und Wissenschaften,z.E. Musik, Tanzkunst und
Redekunstverglischen,und philosophischunterschiedenwerden" (HerdersSdmmtliche Werke,ed. B. Suphan, 3 (Berlin, 1878), 133). "Hier (on the distinctionof
poetry and music) wunscheich der Dichtkunstnoch einen Lessing" (161). David
Bloch, Herders als Aesthetiker (thes. Wiirzburg,Berlin, 1896). GuentherJacoby,
Herders und Kants Aesthetik (Leipzig, 1907). Kurt May, Lessings und Herders
kunsttheoretischeGedankenin ihrem Zusammenhang(Berlin, 1923). Emilie Lutz,
HerdersAnschauungenvom Wesen des Dichters und der Dichtkunst in der ersten
Hdlfte seinesSchaffens(thes. Erlangen,1925). WolfgangNufer, HerdersIdeen zur
Verbindungvon Poesie, Musik und Tanz (Berlin, 1929).
272SSmmtlicheWerke,ed. Suphan,4 (1878), 3ff. MalcolmH. Dewey, Herder's
Relation to the AestheticTheoryof his Time (thes. Chicago,1920).
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to aesthetics are beyond the scope of this paper.
I should like to concludethis survey with Kant, since he was the
first majorphilosopherwho included aesthetics and the philosophical
theory of the arts as an integral part of his system. Kant's interest
in aesthetic problems appears already in his early writing on the
beautiful and sublime,which was influencedin its generalconception
by Burke.273 He also had occasion to discuss aesthetic problemsin
several of his courses. Notes based on these coursesextant in manuscript have not been published,but have been utilized by a student
of Kant's aesthetics. It appears that Kant cited in these lectures
many authors he does not mention in his published works, and that
he was thoroughlyfamiliarwith most of the French,English and German writers on aesthetics.274 At the time when he published the
Critiqueof Pure Reason, he still used the term aesthetics in a sense
differentfrom the common one, and explains in an interesting footnote, that he does not follow Baumgarten'sterminologysince he does
not believe in the possibility of a philosophicaltheory of the arts.275
In the following years, however, he changed his view, and in his
Critiqueof Judgment,which constitutesthe third and concludingpart
of his philosophicalsystem, the larger of its two major divisions is
dedicatedto aesthetics,whereasthe other section deals with teleology.
The system of the three Critiquesas presentedin this last volume is
based on a threefolddivision of the faculties of the mind, which adds
the faculty of judgment,aesthetic and teleological,to pure and practical reason. Aesthetics,as the philosophicaltheory of beauty and the
arts, acquiresequal standingwith the theory of truth (metaphysicsor
epistemology) and the theory of goodness (ethics).276
273Beobachtungeniiber das Gefiihl des Schonen und Erhabenen (1764), in
ImmanuelKants Werke,ed. E. Cassirer,2 (Berlin, 1922), 243-300.
274 0.
Schlapp, Kants Lehre vom Genie und die Entstehung der Kritik der
Urteilskraft(Gottingen,1901).
275 " Die Deutschen sind die
einzigen, welche sich jetzt des Worts Aesthetik
bedienen,um dadurchdas zu bezeichnen,was andereKritik des Geschmacksheissen.
Es liegt hier eine verfehlte Hoffnung zum Grunde, die der vortrefflicheAnalyst
Baumgartenfasste, die kritischeBeurtheilungdes Sch6nenunter Vernunftprincipien
zu bringen, und die Regeln derselbenzur Wissenschaftzu erheben. Allein diese
Bemiihungist vergeblich." He then states that he will use the term aestheticsfor
the critical analysis of perception (Kritik der Reinen Vernunft,Transszendentale
Aesthetik #1, ed. Cassirer,3 (1923), 56f.).
276Kritik der Urteilskraft (1790). Juergen Bona Meyer, Kant's Psychologie
(Berlin, 1870). Carl Theodor Michaelis, Zur Entstehung von Kants Kritik der
Urteilskraft (progr. Berlin, 1892). A. Apitzsch, Die psychologischenVoraussetzungen der ErkenntniskritikKants (thes. Halle, 1897). A. Baumker,Kants Kritik
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In the tradition of systematic philosophy this was an important
innovation, for neither Descartes nor Spinoza nor Leibniz nor any of
their ancient or medieval predecessors had found a separate or independent place in their system for the theory of the arts and of beauty,
though they had expressed occasional opinions on these subjects. If
Kant took this decisive step after some hesitation, he was obviously
influenced by the example of Baumgarten and by the rich French,
English, and German literature on the arts his century had produced,
with which he was well acquainted. In his critique of aesthetic judgment, Kant discusses also the concepts of the sublime and of natural
beauty, but his major emphasis is on beauty in the arts, and he discusses many concepts and principles common to all the arts. In section 51 he also gives a division of the fine arts: speaking arts (poetry,
eloquence); plastic arts (sculpture, architecture, painting, and gardening); arts of the beautiful play of sentiments (music, and the art
of color).77 This scheme contains a few ephemeral details that were
not retained by Kant's successors.278 However, since Kant aesthetics
has occupied a permanent place among the major philosophical disciplines, and the core of the system of the fine arts fixed in the eighteenth century has been generally accepted as a matter of course by
most later writers on the subject, except for variations of detail or of
explanation.

IX
We shall not attempt to discuss the later history of our problem
after Kant, but shall rather draw a few general conclusions from the
development so far as we have been able to follow it. The grouping
together of the visual arts with poetry and music into the system of
the fine arts with which we are familiar did not exist in classical
antiquity, in the Middle Ages or in the Renaissance. However, the
ancients contributed to the modern system the comparison between
poetry and painting, and the theory of imitation that established a
der Urteilskraft(Halle, 1923). W. Br6cker,Kants Kritik der aesthetischenUrteilskraft (thes. Marburg,1928). H. W. Cassirer,A Commentaryon Kant's Critiqueof
Judgment (London,1938), 97ff.
" Von der Einteilung der schSnenKiinste" (ed. Cassirer,5 (1922),
277 #51.
395ff.).
278The Farbenkunst,mentioned also by Herder and by Mendelssohnin his
notes on Lessing'sLaokoon (ed. Bluemner,386) refers to the color piano invented
by Abbe Castel, which was expected to produce a new art of color combinations.
Cf. Bluemner,I.c., 596-97. L. Goldstein,MosesMendelssohn,92-93. The commentators of the Critique of Judgment (J. H. v. Kirchmann,J. C. Meredith, J. H.
Bernard,H. W. Cassirer)fail to explain this detail.
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kind of link between painting and sculpture,poetry and music. The
Renaissancebroughtabout the emancipationof the three majorvisual
arts from the crafts, it multiplied the comparisonsbetween the various arts, especially between painting and poetry, and it laid the
ground for an amateur interest in the different arts that tended to
bring them together from the point of view of the reader,spectator
and listener rather than of the artist. The seventeenth century witnessed the emancipationof the naturalsciencesand thus preparedthe
way for a clearerseparationbetween the arts and the sciences. Only
the early eighteenth century, especially in England and France, produced elaborate treatises written by and for amateurs in which the
various fine arts were grouped together, comparedwith each other
and combinedin a systematic scheme based on common principles.
The secondhalf of the century, especiallyin Germany,took the additional step of incorporatingthe comparativeand theoreticaltreatment
of the fine arts as a separatedisciplineinto the system of philosophy.
The modernsystem of the fine arts is thus pre-romanticin its origin,
although all romantic as well as later aesthetics takes this system as
its necessarybasis.
It is not easy to indicate the causes for the genesis of the system
in the eighteenth century. The rise of painting and of music since
the Renaissance,not so much in their actual achievementsas in their
prestige and appeal, the rise of literary and art criticism, and above
all the rise of an amateur public to which art collections and exhibitions, concerts as well as opera and theatre performanceswere
addressed,must be consideredas importantfactors. The fact that the
affinitybetween the variousfine arts is moreplausibleto the amateur,
who feels a comparablekind of enjoyment,than to the artist himself,
who is concernedwith the peculiaraims and techniques of his art, is
obvious in itself and is confirmedby Goethe's reaction. The origin
of modern aesthetics in amateur criticism would go a long way to
explain why works of art have until recently been analyzed by aestheticians from the point of view of the spectator,readerand listener
rather than of the producingartist.
The developmentwe have been trying to understandalso provides
an interesting object lesson for the historian of philosophy and of
ideas in general. We are accustomedto the processby which notions
first formulated by great and influential thinkers are gradually diffused among secondarywritersand finally becomethe commonproperty of the generalpublic. Such seems to have been the development
of aestheticsfrom Kant to the present. Its history before Kant is of
a very differentkind. The basic questions and conceptions under-
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lying modernaestheticsseem to have originatedquite apart from the
traditionsof systematic philosophyor from the writings of important
originalauthors. They had their inconspicuousbeginningsin secondary authors, now almost forgotten though influential in their own
time, and perhaps in the discussionsand conversationsof educated
laymen reflectedin their writings. These notions had a tendency to
fluctuateand to growslowly, but only after they had crystallizedinto
a pattern that seemed generally plausible did they find acceptance
among the greater authors and the systematic philosophers. Baumgarten's aesthetics was but a program, and Kant's aesthetics the
philosophicalelaborationof a body of ideas that had had almost a
century of informaland non-philosophicalgrowth. If the absenceof
the scheme of the fine arts before the eighteenth century and its
fluctuationsin that century have escaped the attention of most historians, this merely proves how thoroughlyand irresistiblyplausible
the schemehas becometo modernthinkers and writers.
Anotherobservationseems to imposeitself as a result of our study.
The various arts are certainly as old as human civilization, but the
mannerin which we are accustomedto groupthem and to assignthem
a place in our scheme of life and of culture is comparativelyrecent.
This fact is not as strange as may appear on the surface. In the
courseof history, the various arts change not only their content and
style, but also their relations to each other, and their place in the
general system of culture, as do religion, philosophy or science. Our
familiarsystem of the five fine arts not merely originatedin the eighteenth century, but it also reflects the particularcultural and social
conditions of that time. If we considerother times and places, the
status of the various arts, their associations and their subdivisions
appearvery different. There were importantperiodsin culturalhistory when the novel, instrumentalmusic, or canvas painting did not
exist or have any importance. On the other hand, the sonnet and the
epic poem, stained glass and mosaic, fresco painting and book illumination, vase painting and tapestry, bas relief and pottery have all
been " major" arts at various times and in a way they no longer are
now. Gardeninghas lost its standingas a fine art since the eighteenth
century. On the other hand, the moving picture is a good exampleof
how new techniques may lead to modes of artistic expression for
which the aestheticiansof the eighteenth and nineteenth centuryhad
no place in their systems. The branchesof the arts all have their rise
and decline, and even their birth and death, and the distinction between "major" arts and their subdivisionsis arbitraryand subject
to change. There is hardly any groundbut criticaltraditionor philo-
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sophical preference for deciding whether engraving is a separate art
(as most of the eighteenth-century authors believed) or a subdivision
of painting, or whether poetry and prose, dramatic and epic poetry,
instrumental and vocal music are separate arts or subdivisions of one
major art.
As a result of such changes, both in modern artistic production
and in the study of other phases of cultural history, the traditional
system of the fine arts begins to show signs of disintegration. Since
the latter part of the nineteenth century, painting has moved further
away from literature than at any previous time, whereas music has at
times moved closer to it, and the crafts have taken great strides to
recover their earlier standing as decorative arts. A greater awareness
of the different techniques of the various arts has produced dissatisfaction among artists and critics with the conventions of an aesthetic
system based on a situation no longer existing, an aesthetics that is
trying in vain to hide the fact that its underlying system of the fine
arts is hardly more than a postulate and that most of its theories are
abstracted from particular arts, usually poetry, and more or less inapplicable to the others. The excesses of aestheticism have led to a
healthy reaction which is yet far from universal. The tendency
among some contemporary philosophers to consider Art and the
aesthetic realm as a pervasive aspect of human experience rather than
as the specific domain of the conventional fine arts also goes a long
way to weaken the latter notion in its traditional form.279 All these
ideas are still fluid and ill defined, and it is difficult to see how far they
will go in modifying or undermining the traditional status of the fine
arts and of aesthetics. In any case, these contemporary changes may
help to open our eyes to an understanding of the historical origins and
limitations of the modern system of the fine arts. Conversely, such
historical understanding might help to free us from certain conventional preconceptions and to clarify our ideas on the present status
and future prospects of the arts and of aesthetics.
Columbia University.
279 John

Dewey, Art as Experience(New York, 1934).

